Call for Papers

Spring 2011 Annual Meeting

Theme: Teaching Consciousness

The Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness welcomes proposals for papers and panels for its Annual Meeting, to be held March 23-27, 2011 at McMenamins historic Edgefield Resort at the entrance to the beautiful Columbia River Gorge in Portland, Oregon.

This conference – with its emphasis on “teaching” – will provide the opportunity for discussion about a wide variety of topics. Possible topics for panels include:

- Making consciousness understandable
- Teaching the history of consciousness
- Teaching consciousness using a cross-cultural perspective
- Activities for teaching about consciousness
- Problems encountered in teaching the anthropology of consciousness
- Teaching the ethics of consciousness research
- Teaching experiential versus experimental approaches to consciousness
- Teaching about the methodological issues of consciousness research
- Using firsthand experiences to teach consciousness studies
- Cross-disciplinary approaches to teaching consciousness

Papers dealing with other topics are also welcomed.

Please email proposals to John Baker at johnbaker@vcccd.edu by January 14, 2011.

For more information, or to download proposal and registration forms:

www.sacaaa.org